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Survey of Research on
Learning Styles
A number of studies conducted during the last
decade have found that students' achievement
increases when teaching methods match their
learning styles—biological and developmental
characteristics that affect how they learn.

R

esearch on learning styles has
been conducted at more than 60
universities over the past dec
ade. These investigations have yielded
useful findings about the effects of
environmental, emotional, sociologi
cal, physiological, and cognitive pref
erences on the achievement of students.
Learning style is a biologically and developmentally imposed set of personal
characteristics that make the same teach
ing method effective for some and inef
fective for others.
Every person has a learning style—it's
as individual as a signature. Knowing
students' learning styles, we can orga
nize classrooms to respond to their in
dividual needs for quiet or sound,
bright or soft illumination, warm or cool
room temperatures, seating arrange
ments, mobility, or grouping prefer
ences. We can recognize the patterns in
which people tend to concentrate
best—alone, with others, with certain
types of teachers, or in a combination
thereof. We become aware of the senses
through which people remember dif
ficult information most easily—by hear
ing, speaking, seeing, manipulating,
writing or notetaking, experiencing, or,
again, a combination of these.
Learning style also encompasses
motivation, on-task persistence versus
the need for multiple assignments si
multaneously, the kind and amount of
structure required, and conformity
versus nonconformity. When a Na
tional Association of Secondary School
Principals (NASSP) Task Force (1983)
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examined all the characteristics that
influence student achievement, intake
preferences (individual needs for eat
ing and/or drinking while concentrat
ing) achieved the highest reliability.
Chronobiology is also pan of style:
some people are "morning people",
some are "night owls."
There are only three comprehen
sive models of learning style (Hill et al.
1971, Keefe et al. 1986, Dunn et al.
1975, 1979, 1981, 1985); others ad
dress only one to four elements, usu
ally on a bipolar continuum. Although
various scholars define the concept
differently, only a few learning style
identification instruments are reliable
and valid (Curry 1987).

Correlational Studies

style over subject matter and time. In
addition, the researchers determined
the responsiveness of basal readers to
style differences, and they also exam
ined the extent to which teacher train
ing programs complemented their stu
dent candidates.
Correlational studies also explored
the similarities and differences be
tween and among diverse groups.
Thus, researchers developed profiles
of the styles of a wide range of learn
ers, including students at various lev
els of achievement in diverse age
groups; gifted, learning disabled, and
mentally retarded students; supervi
sors and their supervisees; teachers
and their students; Southeast Asian
and American Caucasian college regis
trants; and numerous other groups. In
addition, comparisons were made of
the learning styles of Bahamians and
Jamaicans; Afro-Americans and Cauca
sians; and Afro-, Chinese, Greek, and
Mexican Americans (Annotated Bibli
ography 1 988; Learning Styles Network
Newsletter 1 980-1988).

To investigate connections between
individual preferences and other influ
ences on learning, researchers have
conducted correlational studies to es
tablish the relationships between
learning style and birth order, cogni
tive development, maturation, hemisphericity, field dependence/indepen
dence, global/analytic processing, Correlations Between Learning
temperament, and self-concept. Their Style and Hemispbericity
comparisons examined learners at all As new findings about left/right brain
levels from primary school through functions appeared, researchers inves
adulthood. They differentiated among tigated the connections between
gifted, musically and artistically tal learning style and hemisphericity. The
ented, average, underachieving, at- terms left/right, analytic/global, and
risk, nontraditional, reading-disabled, inductive/deductive have been used
special education, dropout, and ado interchangeably in the literature; de
lescent psychiatric populations. Re scriptions of these pairs of variables
searchers further tested consistency of parallel each other. Lefts/analytics/inEDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

ductives appear to learn successively,
in small steps leading to understand
ing; rights/globals/deductives more
easily learn by obtaining meaning
from a broad concept and then focus
ing on details.
Studies that examined the similarities
and differences between hemispheric
style and other elements of learning
style revealed that, when concentrat
ing on difficult academic material:
1. High school students who were
less motivated than their classmates
and who preferred working with distracters ( music, low illumination, infor
mal or casual seating, peers rather than
alone or with the teacher, tactile rather
than auditory or visual instructional
resources) scored right-hemisphere
significantly 1 more often than lefthemisphere. Also, students who scored
high on persistence invariably scored
high as left processors (Dunn et al.

1982). (The latter data may have impli
cations for time-on-task research.)
2. Left-hemisphere youngsters in
grades 5-12 preferred a conventional
formal classroom seating design, more
structure, less intake, and visual rather
than tactile or kinesthetic resources
during learning significantly more of
ten than their right-preferenced class
mates (Cody 1983).
3. Right-hemisphere 5th through
12th graders disliked structure and
were not adult motivated but were
strongly peer motivated. Gifted and
highly gifted students were signifi
cantly more often right or integrated
than left processors (Cody 1983).
4. Right-hemisphere community col
lege adult math underachievers pre
ferred learning with sound and intake.
They wanted tactile and kinesthetic
instructional resources and mobility
significantly more often than their left-

hemisphere counterparts, who pre
ferred bright light and a formal design.
[When the predominantly right-hemi
sphere students were taught alter
nately with both global and analytic
lessons, they achieved statistically
higher test scores through the global,
rather than through the analytic, re
sources (Bruno 1988).]
Thus, correlational studies revealed
sets of traits among students within the
same age or grade and among those
with similar talents, achievement, and
interests. Even when culturally diverse
groups were examined, there were as
many within-group as between-group
differences. Within each family, the
parents, their offspring, and the sib
lings tend to be more different from
than similar to each other.

Experimental Research

These correlational findings prompted
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researchers to conduct experimental
studies to determine the effects of
individual learning style on achieve
ment, attitudes, and/or behavior
On Instructional Environments
The extent to which classrooms ap
pear either to stimulate or to inhibit
learning for students with selected
learning style characteristics has been
documented in terms of individuals'
needs for quiet versus sound, bright
or soft lighting, warm or cool temper
atures, and formal versus informal
seating designs (Dunn 1987, Dunn et
al. 1985; see fig. 1) These four ele
ments affect from 10 to 40 percent of
students, dependent upon age, gen
der, hemisphericity, and achievement
For example, the need for sound re
mains fairly consistent during the ele
mentary school years but increases as
adolescence begins and, as that stage
passes, appears to return to its previ
ously normal level. The younger chil
dren are, the less light they need; but
about every five years most children
require significantly more light than
previously. Boys tend to require more
mobility than girls and, thus, find sit-

On Perceptual Preferences

The need for sound
remains fairly
consistent during
the elementary
school years but
increases as
adolescence begins
and, as that stage
passes, appears to
return to its
previously normal
level.
ting for any length of time difficult
(Price 1980). However, teachers often
view negatively the children who
squirm in their seats, tap their pencils,
complain about the temperature, or
become hyperactive (in some cases
because of too much illumination)
Perceptual Preference

Samite

Subject Examined

In addition to the instructional environ
ment, sensory preferences influence the
ways in which students learn. Eight stud
ies within the past decade reveal that
when youngsters were taught with in
structional resources that both matched
and mismatched their preferred modal
ities, they achieved statistically higher
test scores in modality-matched, rather
than mismatched, treatments (Dunn
1988; see fig 2). In addition, when chil
dren were taught with multisensory re
sources, but initially through their most
preferred modality and then were rein
forced through their secondary or ter
tiary modality, their scores increased
even more.
Perceptual preferences affect more
than 70 percent of school-age young
sters High school teachers who have
translated their curriculum into electroboards, Flip chutes, multipart task
cards, and Pick A Holes reported in
creased achievement and interest
when such manipulatives were avail
able for highly tactual students (Dunn
and Griggs 1988)
Data from studies conducted before
the late '70s concerned with perceptual
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Uamfcl« sMeS and student

Diversity

SueLoper
^~c
i-uper
As a young teacher, I inherited a junior high classroom from a teacher who left in
midyear. The students were totally out of control. I made it through the year, but I
was not pleased with my performance.

strengths often were conflicting be
cause of inappropriate statistical de
signs, poor analyses, misinterpretations
of the findings, and/or faulty conclu
sions Those investigators examined
group mean gain scores—which are
inappropriate for determining whether
individuals achieve better, the same, or
less well in comparison with their own
baseline data when they are taught
through their preferences. In addition,
the words tactile and kinesthetic often
were used interchangeably. Tactile sug
gests learning with hands through ma
nipulation of resources, but writing is
not tactile enough for children below
4th grade Kinesthetic implies wholebody involvement, such as taking a trip,
dramatizing, interviewing, or panto
miming. However, even when older
studies identified tactile strengths, their
treatments did not introduce the new
material that way. Finally, studies that
employed many diverse instruments,
populations, methods, and statistical de
signs and that confused the terminology
could not yield solid data.
On Sociological Preferences
The influence of students' social pref
erences also affects their achievement
in school. Figure 3 shows that, in four
of five studies, when students' socio
logical preferences were identified
and the youngsters then were taught
in multiple treatments both respon
sive and unresponsive to their diag
nosed learning styles, they achieved
significantly higher test scores in
matched conditions and significantly
lower test scores when mismatched.
How do sociological preferences in
terface with cooperative learning? The
higher the grade level, the less teach
er-motivated students become (Price
1980). Thus, there are more peer
oriented youngsters able to work in
well-organized small groups than
there are students willing to learn
directly from their teachers. Neverthe
less, in every class we have ever tested,
there are students who prefer to learn
by themselves with appropriate re
sources, others who prefer to learn
with peers, and some who wish to
work directly with their teachers
(Price 1980). '
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I unloaded my feelings of frustration on Margaret Payne, who taught next door.
She had a reputation for being able to teach even the worst students. In fact, she often
accepted problem students during the year when other teachers could no longer
...-_,. she
uuier
teachers
no longer
tolerate
.,^..«r .man.
them. students
Students liked (earning
learning in ,her class;
made
them could
feel special
and
successful.
jccessful. Each time they succeeded, they wanted to try again.
aoain
Ms.
->-- made sympathetic sounds, and proceeded to
Ms. Payne
Payne listener!
listened m
to rm,
my complaints,
~.fer practical advice: that I teach my students the way they learned best; in other
words, that I determine my students' preferred learning styles and provide activities
to match them. She suggested that I use several methods of presenting material and
include a variety of activities individual and group projects ranging from the
repficative to the highly creative. Ms. Payne understood that different students (earn
in different ways, while teachers often teach as they have been taught (Oun
Dunn 1978).

eacer leaches and evaluates in only one cognitive mode, he or she
adequately serving only those students who prefer to learn in that mode. To give
every learner the opportunity to succeed, teachers can expand their repertoires to
include a variety of cognitive modes. Teachers should also become aware of their
own learning style preferences and of how those preferences affect their teaching
methods. Yet another goal ii to help students move from one preferred teaming
mode to a base of mixed preferences, so they can benefit from various instructional
modes.
If we student
make these
changes, we will improve our chances of success at educating a
diverse
population.
Reference

Dunn, R., and K. Dunn. (1978). Teaching Students Through Their Individual Learning Styles: A
Practical Approach. Reslon, Va.: Reston Publishing.

Sue loper is Media Center Specialist, Moore County High School, Lynchburg,
37352.

From practical experience, educa
tors generally consider the junior high
school years a period of strong peer
influence. By the beginning of grade 9,
however, educators should expect
movement away from that preference;
Price (1980) found that students in
grades 9-12 experience a greater need
to learn and study alone than during
any other interval The gifted also pre
fer to learn alone unless the material
to be mastered is difficult for them;
when that happens, they prefer to
learn with other gifted children (see
fig. 3) Thus, except among the gifted,
many students in grades 3-8 will leam
better in small, well-organized groups
than either alone or with the teacher.
After grade 8, however, more will
learn better alone
In a small group structure, children
who are frequently chastised for not
sitting quietly can move about and
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Except among the
gifted, many
students in grades
3-8 will learn better
in small,
well-organized
groups than either
alone or with die
teacher. After grade
8, however, more
will learn better
alone.

relieve the discomfort they experience
because of mobility needs or hard
chairs. This structure also permits
youngsters to read together, discuss
items, reason out answers, and use
multisensory interactions The various
contributors may enjoy different pro
cessing styles; thus, they can help each
other, especially when the teacher's
dominant hemispheric style is incongruent with theirs. Despite the advan
tages to group work, students who feel
constrained by the slower group pac

ChoWdt

ing or who enjoy the challenge of
solving problems by themselves do
not learn most easily through smallgroup instructional strategies, nor do
they enjoy the experience.

Research on Time-of-Day
Preferences

It is common knowledge that morning
people and night owls function better
at their respective times of day. The
research supports our easy acceptance
of these preferences. For example,

106 uMkMdilevliig, inneKity, parochial school
Mi nl 8* graders

two junior high school principals re
vealed that the math underachievers in
both their schools preferred learning
in the afternoon but had been sched
uled into morning math classes. When
those youngsters were rescheduled
into afternoon classes, they evidenced
higher motivation, better discipline,
and an increase in achievement Three
years later, a New York high school
reported that time preference was a
crucial factor in the reversal of initial
and chronic truancy patterns among

vocabulary development was provided through
me Uiategies by the teacher, alone by
gwmserves, and in a peer group uealiiieiil

ofcu (MJuiuJ hwning atone, «c«rt«tgiii<h^iriyMgh»(jiro«>«n)ho»e who tiitfai^ taming dfterwM»
u»m aMiiiit «gn*hiandy higher achievement (DOT) and attitude UOD scores when learning with an authority figure.
236 suburban Mi gndm

OeBeflo
1985

Students wrote social studies compositions and
then experienced revision strategies that were
congruent and incongruent with their sociological

itque (jffl). Authority-oriented learners, when
; Mghi
atchedwMimer
revising trough »«
•, achieved statistically higher On) than when revising either through peer conferencing or self-review. And
~~~
- - - . ...
- .
.
.
.
l,,t ,4
mose who prefared to learn alone scored significantly higher (in) when matched, rather than mismatched,
t III Ml URJ WO, with self-review. No naming style
than any other, but a rtgnlncanl interaction occurred between individual sociological style and the matched method of
revWon UXm. hi addMo*, the attitudes of itmfci'tt who preferred to learn alone or with an adult were significantly more positive (Dl) when
v^r were assigned to approaches that iMflched tfidr t^fles.
GiannW

104 suburtMn, parochial and |wuw. school pot,
7th, and 8th graders

Social studies taught through both a mini-Contact
Activity Package (CAP) and a smart-group strategy,
learn Learning

Findings: Peer-oriented students achieved significantly higher test and attitudes <
i when learning through Team Learning than through the
mini-Cap (jOD. Learning-alone pnJuuiti attained significantly higher test and attitude scores (Of] through the mini-Cap than with their peers.
Non-preferenced students achieved better through the mini-Cap than through the Team learning and liked working alone better than in groups.
A significant interaction occurred between learning alone and peer-pre^renced learning and the method of learning (mini-Cap and team Learning).
4U inner-city 5th and 6* graders
. -.

-j "

' -

.

IwentyJwo who preferred to team alone and 18
who unjfcntd ID learn with peers wen* assigned
randomly to two instructional groups mat taught
career awareness and oueei decisiort-making con
cepts in conditions both congruent and incongruent with their preferences.

fhdlnfs.- The matching of sociological preference with complementary grouping patterns increased achievement significantly on career awareness
(On and career decision making (jOD. In addition, students' altitude scores were statistically higher when they were taught career awareness (jOD
and career decision-making concepts (jOS) in patents accommodating their sociological preferences. With the exception of caieer awareness achievemen, neither sociologically preferenced group achieved beoer than the other but learning-alone preferents scc«d Wgher («) than peei-prefetenced
mdMduals.
W4 gifted and nongtfed, suburban 1st and 2nd
graders
-

Problem solving and wad recognition through
both individual- and peer-group strategies. Learn
ing with the teacher was eliminated as a strategy
when not a single gifted child profaned to learn
that way.

Bntfngsv Analysis of me mean gain scores revealed that achievement was significantly higher (OS) whenever students were taught through ap
proaches that matched their diagnosed sociological preferences. Although the gifted tended to prefer to learn alone in their heterogeneously
grouped daaws, a smaU group of seven gifted, who previously had known each other from participation in a special, part-time piugiani for the
gifted, actually performed best when learning in isolation with other gifted children.
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secondary students (Dunn et al. 1987).
Similar data were reported by the di
rector of five alternative high schools
in Washington (Dunn and Griggs
1988).
In 1983, the matching of elementary
students' time preferences with their
instructional schedules resulted in sig
nificant achievement gains in both
reading and math over a two-year pe
riod. One year later, teachers time
preferences were identified, and staff
development was conducted during
their preferred and nonpreferred
times (early morning and immediately
after school). Interestingly, those
teachers implemented innovative in
structional techniques significantly
more often (as reported by their su
pervisors' evaluations) when they
were taught during their most pre
ferred hours. Then an elementary
school principal in Kansas adminis
tered the Iowa Basic Skills Tests in
reading and math to groups whose
time preferences matched their test
schedules—either early morning or
afternoon. She reported significantly
higher test gains in both subjects as
compared with each youngster's pre
vious two years' growth (Dunn et al.
1987.)
Studies of dropouts, underachiev-

Most students are
not morningalert .... Only about
one-third of more
than a million
students we have
tested prefer
learning in die early
morning, and the
majority prefer late
morning or
afternoon.
MARCH 1989

ers, at-risk (Griggs and Dunn 1988),
and vocational education (Tappenden
1983) students indicate that, as a
group, they are not morning people;
neither were the truants in the New Most children can
York experiment. For each of these master die same
groups, learning in late morning, after content; bow diey
noon, or evening significantly in
master it is
creased achievement.
Among the more interesting find determined by dieir
ings of research with time preferences
is that most students are not morning- individual styles.
alert. At the elementary school level,
approximately 28 percent appear to be
"early birds"; many do not begin to be can be confused with other, more
capable of concentrating on difficult alarming diagnoses. For example,
material until after 10OO a.m., and Fadley and Hosier (1979) noted that
many are at their best in the early children often were referred to psy
afternoon. Only about one-third of chologists because of their consistent
more than a million students we have hyperactivity; their teachers com
tested prefer learning in the early plained that such youngsters were un
morning, and the majority prefer late able to sit quietly and pay attention
morning or afternoon. At the high during lessons. Those psychologists
school level, almost 40 percent are reported that most students sent to
early morning learners, but a majority them were not at all clinically hyper
remain most alert in the late morning active; instead, they were normal chil
and afternoon; and, for the first time dren in need of movement In addi
identifiable after early childhood, al tion, the less interested they were in
most 13 percent are "night owls," able the lesson, the more mobility the chil
to concentrate on difficult material in dren required.
During the same period, Restak
the evening (Price 1980). However,
most teachers are early morning, high- (1979) substantiated that "over 95 per
energy people but often experience cent of hyperactives are males" (p.
lows after TOO p.m. Another large 230) and that the very same character
group of educators merely get by- istic, when observed in girls, corre
much of the day and become mentally lated with academic achievement. He
deplored that boys were required to
alert toward evening.
be passive in school and were rejected
for aggressive behaviors there, but
Mobility Needs
One element of learning style is the were encouraged societally to engage
need for physical activity, and a review in typical male aggressions in the
of this research reveals how this need world at large; this paradox could lead
to role conflict Restak added that con
ventional classroom environments did
not provide male students with suffi
cient outlets for their normal needs.
He warned that schools actually
caused conflict with societal expecta
MS
UO
tions that boys not be timid, passive, or
conforming.
aw
7.15
Other researchers corroborated
Restak s admonitions and chastised
•
N - 20.
educators for believing that physical ac
tivities prevented, rather than enhanced,
learning. Indeed, when previously rest
ft* 4. AM** *
less youngsters were reassigned to
classes that did not require passivity,

their behaviors were rarely noticed.
Eventually, teachers began to report
that although certain students thrived
in activity-oriented environments that
permitted mobility, others remained
almost exclusively in the same area
despite frequent attempts to coax them
to move (Dunn et al. 1986). That led to
Fitt's (1975) conclusions that no
amount of persuasion increased certain
children's interest in movement,
whereas others found it impossible to
remain seated passively for extended
periods. "These are cases of a child's
style . . . governing his interaction with
and within the environment" (p. 94)
DellaValle's (1984) research docu
mented that almost half the 7th grad
ers in a large urban racially mixed but
predominantly black junior high
school could not sit still for any length
of time. Twenty-five percent could
but only when interested in the les
son, and the remaining 25 percent
preferred passivity. When preference
and environment were matched, stu
dents' performance yielded signifi
cantly higher test scores than when
they were mismatched. Figure 4 re
ports the post hoc analysis used to
determine exactly where the interac
tion occurred. This analysis was con
ducted after the initial repeated mea
sures design indicated a significant
interaction at the .001 level

Everyone Has One

Every person has a learning style—all
have at least some preferences—the
result of many influences. Certain
learning style characteristics are bio
logical, whereas others are developed
through experience (Restak 1979,
Thies 1979) Individual responses to
sound, light, temperature, design,
perception, intake, chronobiological
highs and lows, mobility needs, and
persistence appear to be biological;
whereas sociological preferences, mo
tivation, responsibility (conformity),
and need for structure are thought to
be developmental. The significant dif
ferences among diverse cultures tend
to support this theory (Learning Styles
Network Newsletter 1 980-1988). De
spite cultural influences, however,
within each culture, socioeconomic

Those who suggest
that children should
learn to adapt to
their teachers' styles
disregard the
biological nature
of style.
strata, and classroom there are as many
within-group differences as betweengroup differences. Indeed, each family
includes parents and offspring with
styles that differ
Those who suggest that children
should learn to adapt to their teachers'
styles disregard the biological nature
of style. They also disregard Cafferty's
(1980) findings that the closer the
match between each student's and the
teachers' styles, the higher the grade
point average; and the reverse. In ad
dition, Kagan (1966) reported that his
"success" with training impulsive stu
dents to become more reflective was
evidenced only when adults were pre
sent. In addition, although Kagan's
subjects learned to respond more re
flectively, their accuracy on tasks was
decreased Thus, educators can see
that learning styles are not lightly held;
they demonstrate remarkable resis
tance to change.
Identifying learning styles as a basis
for providing responsive instruction
has never been more important than
now, as educators meet the needs of a
diverse student population To identify
their students' learning styles (Beaty
1986, Dunn et al. 1977, Marcus 1977),
teachers must use a reliable and valid
learning style preference instrument
(Curry 1987). When permitted to learn
difficult academic information or skills
through their identified preferences,
children tend to achieve statistically
higher test and attitude scores than
when instruction is dissonant with
their preferences.
No learning style is either better or
worse than another. Since each srvle

has similar intelligence ranges, a stu
dent cannot be labeled or stigmatized
by having any type of style Most chil
dren can master the same content;
how they master it is determined by
their individual styles.D
1 When we use the terms significant
and significantly, we mean in a statistical
sense.
Authors' note Space limitations re
quired the reduction from 163 primary
references to the following list
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